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Description

BACKGROUND

The present invention relates to an improved joint for a tension leg and particularly to a releasable latch for such joint which can be set and released by simple axial movement of the inner leg member.

In current operations offshore platforms are used which have buoyancy and are held in place by tension legs which are secured to a receptacle mounted on a template on the sea floor. It is inherent in such platforms that the legs which connect between the sea floor receptacle and the floating platform are maintained in tension to increase the stability of the platform. Such tension mooring has involved the use of cables, tubular members and solid members as the tension mooring elements. The present invention relates to an improved tension leg joint which allows quick and simple connection between connecting joint members and easy and positive release of the connecting latch mechanism by lowering the upper member.

U.S. Patent No. 3,452,815 discloses a latching mechanism for connecting lines run from a floating vessel to a subsea well which includes latching dogs to connect with a circumferential groove in the post or mandrel and carried by and other member and including an actuator means to block the dogs in latched position and preset means including a weight dropped from the surface to engage and move the actuator to a latch releasing position. U.S. Patent No. 4,651,818 discloses a tubing plug which is latched by dogs being cammed into an internal recess within the tubular member in which the plug is to seat. The cam is a sleeve sliding on the rod mandrel for locking and releasing the dogs from their latched position.

U.S. Patent No. 4,611,953 discloses a tension leg platform tendon bottom connector. This structure provides a connection from a tubular tension leg tendon into the receptacle in the anchor template located on the sea floor. This connection includes dogs which are used to engage within an internal recess in the receptacle and keys which when lowered into the recess cause relative movement of the dogs to move them into an inactive position allowing removal of the tendon from the receptacle. This is accomplished because the dogs are mounted on a carrier sleeve and the keys are mounted from the body but in position to engage a ring connected to the carrier sleeve so that when the keys pass upwardly past the internal recess they move the carrier sleeve upwardly and the dogs are brought upwardly into retracted position so that the assembly may be retrieved from the receptacle. U.S. Patent No. 4,451,056 discloses another underwater tension connector for use in an offshore mooring system.

U.S. Patent No. 3,448,799 discloses a well completion unit which utilizes cam actuated locking dogs to provide the clamping connection between the Christmas tree and flowline in a subsea well.

U.S. Patent No. 3,071,188 discloses the use of a ring having depending flexible latching fingers which engage within external grooves in a tubular member and when engaged a sleeve is moved into surrounding relationship to the exterior of the fingers to secure them in their latching position.

US-A-4451056 describes a tension leg joint in which a tension leg can be latched in a receptacle by a split ring type latching element which is normally biased outwardly to engage a shoulder on the receptacle. A release element is provided to release the latching element and permit retrieval of the tension leg.

An object of the present invention is to provide an improved tension leg joint which is easy to connect into latching position and easy to release and retrieve from latching position.

Another object is to provide an improved tension leg joint having a simple structure which does not rely upon springs for the release of the latching member from its latched position.

According to the present invention there is provided a tension leg joint comprising a receptacle having an enlarged end, an upper surface tapering inwardly and away from the enlarged end, a first bore at the inner portion of said upper surface and extending downwardly therefrom, a recess below said first bore and having an enlarged diameter with respect to said first bore, an upper downwardly facing shoulder at the upper end of said recess, a lower upwardly facing shoulder at the lower end of said recess and a bore below said upwardly facing shoulder extending through the remainder of said receptacle, a tension leg having an end which is landed within said upper bore in said enlarged end of the receptacle, said tension leg end having a lower upwardly facing external shoulder between a larger external diameter surface and an intermediate external surface whose diameter is smaller than said larger surface, and an upper upwardly facing external shoulder between said intermediate external surface and a smaller external diameter surface, a latching element normally biased outwardly for seating on said lower upwardly facing external shoulder and extending radially outward of said larger external diameter surface of said tension leg end to provide a latch when positioned in engagement with said receptacle recess downwardly facing shoulder, and release means for effecting release of said latching means to allow retrieval of the tension leg, characterised in
that said release means includes a release ring positioned within said receptacle recess and having a tubular shape with an inner surface whose internal diameter which is slightly larger than the largest outer diameter of said tension leg end, the lowering of said tension leg end into said upper bore in the enlarged end of said receptacle lowers said latching element into engagement between said upper recess shoulder and said lower external shoulder on said tension leg end to latch said tension leg into engagement within said receptacle while the joint is maintained in tension, the lowering of said tension leg from its latched position providing engagement between said latching element and said roughened inner surface of said release ring to move said latching element into position on said upper shoulder on said tension leg end with the engagement of the release ring by said latching element, and means coacting between said latching element and said release ring to maintain said engagement during the upward movement of said release ring and said latching element until said latching element clears said upper recess shoulder to thereby allow the tension leg to be retrieved from said receptacle and engagement of said release ring with said upper recess shoulder allowing said tension leg end to pass therethrough as it is being retrieved.

The invention will be described now by way of example only, with particular reference to the accompanying drawings. In the drawings:

FIGURE 1 is a partial sectional view of one form of the improved joint of the present invention illustrating the position of the components as their joining is commenced.

FIGURE 2 is another partial sectional view of the invention form shown in FIGURE 1 but showing the entry of the tension leg into the receptacle.

FIGURE 3 is another similar view showing the entry of the tension leg into the receptacle sufficiently to release the latching element for latching engagement with the upper downwardly facing shoulder of the internal latching recess in the receptacle.

FIGURE 4 is another similar view showing the latched position of the tension leg after it is in tension.

FIGURE 5 is another similar view showing the lowering of the tension leg to the lower end of the receptacle recess to provide engagement between the latching element and the release element.

FIGURE 6 is another similar view showing the lifting of the tension leg with the latching element still in engagement with the release element and the release element in engagement with the upper internal receptacle recess shoulder.

FIGURE 7 is another similar view showing the movement of the tension leg and its latching element through the upper bore of the receptacle and the return of the release element to the lower shoulder of the internal receptacle recess.

FIGURE 8 is another similar view showing the retrieval of the tension leg and its latching element as they are retrieved from the upper end of the receptacle bore.

FIGURE 9 is another similar view of another form of the present invention showing the tension leg latched within the receptacle.

FIGURE 9A is a partial detail sectional view of the structure of the latching fingers and their position with respect to the latching shoulders when they are in latching engagement.

FIGURE 10 is another similar view of the structure of FIGURE 9 with its latching element engaged by the release element.

FIGURE 11 is another similar view of the structure of FIGURE 9 illustrating the release element retaining the latching element out of latching engagement with the upper internal receptacle recess shoulder to allow full retrieval of the tension leg and its latching element therefrom.

FIGURE 12 is another similar sectional view of still another modified form of the improved joint having a mechanical release mechanism in the event the normal release means is inoperative.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As shown in FIGURE 1, improved tension leg joint 10 includes receptacle 12 which is supported in a well known and usual manner from the anchor template (not shown) positioned in anchoring relationship to the sea floor (not shown), and tendon or tension leg 14 which is shown to be in the initial phase of entering the upper end of receptacle 12, latching means 16 and release means 18. Receptacle 12 includes tubular body 20 which has bore 22 extending upward in its lower end up to the lower end of recess 24 which is defined by lower shoulder 26 which faces upwardly. Fins 28 are positioned within bore 22 as shown and support lower guide plate 30 which is frusto-conical in shape and adapted to engage and guide the lower end of tendon 14 as hereinafter described. The upper end of recess 24 ends in downwardly facing shoulder 32. The upper interior of body 20 continues above shoulder 32 with straight bore 34. Fins 36 are secured to the exterior of body 20 in supporting relationship to upper guide plate 38 which is generally frusto-conical in shape as is the upper surface 40 of body 20 to assist in the entry of tendon 14 into receptacle 12.
Tendon 14 is shown to be a tubular member but may be a solid rod-like member depending upon the design requirements for the particular installation. The lower end of tendon 14 is engaged with spherical surface 42 supported on plate 44 from stinger 46. Stinger 46 includes tubular extension 48 secured at its upper end to frusto-conical support 50 to which plate 44 is secured. Resilient mounting means 52 is shown positioned between the exterior outer surface 54 on the lower end of tendon 14 and the lower interior of latch support ring 56 as shown. Such resilient mounting means may be any suitable means providing the desired degree of freedom of movement between the components. Latch support ring 56 has its lower end supported by the upper end of support 50 and includes an exterior configuration including upper cylindrical surface 58 on which sealing ring 60 is mounted in approximately the center portion thereof, downwardly and outwardly tapered surface 62, short cylindrical surface 64 which ends in latching shoulder 66 and lower cylindrical surface 68 below shoulder 66 which has a diameter which is smaller than the diameter of bore 34 so that ring 56 passes readily therethrough when it is properly aligned with the axis of receptacle 12. Latching element 70 is normally mounted in position around surface 64 and in engagement with shoulder 66. In the form of latching element shown in FIGURES 1 to 8, it is a split ring which is biased to have a free position substantially as shown in FIGURE 1 but have sufficient freedom of contraction so that it will move into tight engagement around the lower portion of cylindrical surface 58 below sealing ring 60 as hereinafter described and shown.

In operation, tension leg 14 is lowered into the upper end of receptacle 12 as shown in FIGURE 1. In this position, tension leg 14 has stinger extension 48 positioned partially within lower guide plate 30 and has its axis at an angle to the axis of receptacle 12. The coaction of stinger extension 48 and plate 50 with lower guide plate 30 and upper surface 40 of body 20 during continued lowering of tension leg 14 brings the two axes into registry with each other and further allows the entry of latch support ring 58 within bore 34 of body 20. Its entry therein causes seal ring to come into engagement with the wall of bore 34 and also cams latch element 70 upward from surface 64 and inward into engagement with surfaces 62 and 58 as shown in FIGURE 2.

Downward movement of tension leg 14 to the position shown in FIGURE 3 frees latch element 70 so that it expands to its free diameter and drops into engagement with latching shoulder 66. At this point the lowering of tension leg 14 is stopped and tension is applied to leg 14 so that it moves upward bringing latch element 70 into engagement with shoulder 32 to securely latch tension leg 14 in this position as shown in FIGURE 4. The desired degree of tension may then be applied to tension leg 14 which will provide the mooring desired for the floating structure (not shown) to which tension leg 14 extends.

In the event it is desired to recover tension leg 14 from its engagement within receptacle 12, it is only necessary to release tension leg 14 from tension and allow it to be lowered within receptacle 12 to the position illustrated in FIGURE 5. In this position latch element 70 has been moved above surface 64 and cammed into engagement with tapered surface 62 and upper cylindrical surface 58. Additionally the exterior of latch element 70 which includes groove 72 has been moved into engagement with the knurled surface 74 on the interior of release sleeve 76. Release sleeve 76 in its inactive position rests on shoulder 26 until engaged by latch element 70. After the projective exterior portions of latch element 70 above and below groove 72 have engaged knurled surface 74 on release sleeve 76 as shown in FIGURE 5, tension leg 14 is raised. During the raising of tension leg 14, release sleeve 76 is also raised until it contacts shoulder 32 as shown in FIGURE 6. This engagement prevents further upward movement of release sleeve 76 and then latching ring 56 together with seal ring 60 and latching element 70 move upward through the interior of bore 34 as shown in FIGURE 7. In this position, latching element 70 has disengaged from the interior of release sleeve 76 and it has dropped within recess 24 downward into resting engagement with lower shoulder 26. Thereafter the retrieval of tension leg 14 is completed by simply raising it and it exits from the interior of receptacle 12 as shown in FIGURE 8 and is recovered to the surface or reconnected as desired.

It should be noted that release sleeve 76 with its inner knurled surface 74 or other suitable surface which provide sufficient friction force between sleeve 76 and latching element 70 for the lifting of sleeve 76 into engagement with upper shoulder 32 functions as release means 18, allowing complete release of the latched engagement between the lower end of tension leg 14 and receptacle 12.

The modified form of tension leg joint 80 shown in FIGURES 8, 10, 11 and 12 is similar to joint 10 but its latching means 82 which secures the lower end of tension leg 84 within the interior of receptacle 86 is a different structure. Receptacle 86 includes tubular body 88 having external fins 90 in supporting relationship to upper guide plate 92 which is integral with body 88 or may be suitably secured thereto, as by welding, to provide an upward and outward continuation of upper tapered surface 94 of body 88. Lower bore 96 of body 88 extends upward to intersect with surface 98 which
tapers upwardly and outwardly and extends to upwardly facing shoulder 100. Shoulder 100 forms the lower end of internal recess 102 within body 88 which extends upwardly to downwardly facing shoulder 104. Shoulder 104 is formed in insert 106 which is of a harder material than body 88 so that it resists coining during when it is subjected to the tension loads applied thereby by the latching means 82 as hereinafter explained. Bore 108 above shoulder 104 is straight and intersects with the inner edge of surface 94 as shown.

Tension leg 84 includes spherical surface 110 which is engaged by the lower interior of leg 84 and provides a centering of leg 84 as it moves in pivoting relationship thereabout. Resilient mounting means 112 engages the interior of latching ring 114 and provides the freedom of movement required by slight angular misalignments which occur in the use of tension leg 84. Resilient mounting means 112 is similar to resilient mounting means 52 previously described. Spherical surface 110 is provide by ball segment 116 which is mounted on support plate 118 which in turn is secured to the lower exterior of latching ring 114 and stinger 120 extends downwardly therefrom as shown.

Latching element 122, in the form of the invention illustrated in FIGURES 9 through 12, is a latching ring 124 having a plurality of flexible fingers 126 depending from ring 124. Fingers 126 include strip 128 extending from the lower end of ring 124 to the enlarged end 130 of fingers 126. Enlarged end 130 includes lower inner tapered surface 132 and upper outer tapered surface 134. Annular plate 136 is secured to the upper end of latch ring 124 by suitable fastening means 138, such as cap screws, and extends outwardly therefrom to provide a stop to the upward movement of latch ring 124. Upper exterior surface 140 on latching ring 114 tapers downwardly and slightly inwardly to upwardly facing shoulder 142. Surface 144 immediately below shoulder 142 tapers downwardly and outwardly and in the latched position engages lower inner tapered surface 132 on enlarged end 130 of fingers 136. Cylindrical surface 146 extends downward below surface 144 and has a diameter which is sufficiently small to allow latching ring 114 to pass through bore 108.

Latching means 82, as shown in FIGURE 9, is in the latched position with enlarged end 130 of fingers 126 engaged between shoulder 104 and tapered surface 144. In this position tension leg 84 is under tension and the upper end of latch ring 124 is spaced downwardly from the overhanging portion of annular plate 136.

As previously stated, tension leg 84 which is shown to be a tubular member may be a solid tension member without departing from the features of the present invention.

In operation, tension leg 84 is lowered into bore 108 of receptacle 86 and the engagement of the lower end of fingers 126 causes latching element 122 to move upward until its ring 124 engages the underside of annular plate 136. When it has moved this far, enlarged end 130 of fingers 126 is positioned to be cammed into the lower portion of tapered surface 140 above shoulder 142. This allows latching means 82 to pass through bore 108. When the lower enlarged ends 130 of fingers 126 have entered recess 102 below shoulder 104, the force holding fingers 126 bent inwardly is release and enlarged ends 130 move outwardly. Thereafter, upward movement of tension leg 84 causes the lower inner surface 132 of enlarged end 130 to be engaged by tapered surface 144 and further upward movement brings tapered surface 134 into engagement with shoulder 104 thus completing the latching of latching means 82 which is illustrated in FIGURE 9 and 9A.

Release sleeve 148 is positioned within recess 102 on shoulder 100. When it is desired to disengage tension leg 84 from receptacle 86, tension leg 84 is lowered to the position illustrated in FIGURE 10 so that enlarged ends 130 of fingers 126 are positioned within release sleeve 148 and the lower end of fingers 126 are positioned immediately above shoulder 142. The raising of tension leg 84 raises release sleeve 148 with latching element 122 which being release sleeve 148 into engagement with shoulder 104 as shown in FIGURE 11. Further upward movement causes enlarged ends 130 of fingers 126 to pass into bore 108 and be retrieve therefrom without any possibility of latching means 82 moving into set position.

Joint 150 shown in FIGURE 12 is substantially the same as joint 80 except that separate release means are provided so that latching element 152 may be retracted from its latched position upward into the recess above shoulder 154 at the lower end of outer inwardly tapered surface 156. This is accomplished by the operation of bolts 158 which extend through annular plate 160 which is secured to the upper end 162 of latching ring 164. Bolts 158 are operated by divers or a remote operated vehicle and function to raise latching element 152 to its retracted position. This is possible since the tension will be released on tension leg 166 which allows latching ring 164 to move downward in receptacle 168 sufficiently so that the lower end of fingers 170 are cammed inwardly to their released position by their upward movement against upper shoulder 172. This allows full release of latching element 152 to allow retrieval of tension leg 166 from receptacle 168 even in the event that release sleeve 174 has become inactive and cannot be moved upwardly by the engagement of fingers 170.
therein.

Claims

1. A tension leg joint (10) comprising a receptacle (12) having an enlarged end, an upper surface (40) tapering inwardly and away from the enlarged end, a first bore (34) at the inner portion of said upper surface and extending downwardly therefrom, a recess (24) below said first bore (34) and having an enlarged diameter with respect to said first bore (34), an upper downwardly facing shoulder (32) at the upper end of said recess (24), a lower upwardly facing shoulder (26) at the lower end of said recess (24) and a bore (22) below said upwardly facing shoulder (26) extending through the remainder of said receptacle (12), a tension leg (14) having an end which is landed within said upper bore (34) in said enlarged end of the receptacle (12), said tension leg end having a lower upwardly facing external shoulder (66) between a larger external diameter surface (68) and an intermediate external surface (64) whose diameter is smaller than said larger external surface (68), and an upper upwardly facing external shoulder (62) between intermediate external surface (64) and a smaller external diameter surface (58), a latching element (70) normally biased outwardly for seating on said lower upwardly facing external shoulder (66) and extending radially outwardly of said larger external diameter surface (64) of said tension leg end to provide a latch when positioned in engagement with said receptacle recess (24) downwardly facing shoulder (32), and release means for effecting release of said latching means to allow retrieval of the tension leg (14), characterised in that said release means includes a release ring (18) positioned within said receptacle recess (24) and having a tubular shape with an inner surface whose internal diameter which is slightly larger than the largest outer diameter of said tension leg end, the lowering of said tension leg end into said upper bore in the enlarged end of said receptacle (12) lowers said latching element (70) into engagement between said upper recess shoulder (32) and said lower external shoulder (66) on said tension leg end to latch said tension leg (14) into engagement within said receptacle (12) while the joint (10) is maintained in tension, the lowering of said tension leg (14) from its latched position providing engagement between said latching element (70) and said roughened inner surface of said release ring (18) to move said latching element (70) into position on said upper shoulder (62) on said tension leg end with the engagement of the release ring (18) by said latching element (70), and means coacting between said latching element (70) and said release ring (18) to maintain said engagement during the upward movement of said release ring (18) and said latching element (70) until said latching element (70) clears said upper recess shoulder (32) to thereby allow the tension leg (14) to be retrieved from said receptacle (12) and engagement of said release ring (18) with said upper recess shoulder (32) allowing said tension leg end to pass therethrough as it is being retrieved.

2. A tension leg joint according to claim 1, wherein said latching element is a split ring (70) having upper and lower surfaces to mate with said upper recess shoulder (32) and said lower tension leg shoulder (66).

3. A tension leg joint according to claim 1, wherein said latching element is a ring (124) having a plurality of depending flexible fingers (126) with latching surfaces (132, 134) on their ends.

4. A tension leg joint according to claim 1, including means (52) flexibly mounting said tension leg (14) within said tension leg end.

5. A tension leg joint according to claim 1, including mechanical means (158, 160) for positively releasing said latching element (152) from the exterior of said tension leg end.

6. A tension leg joint according to claim 5, wherein said mechanical means includes a plate (160) secured to the upper end of said tension leg end, and threaded means (158) extending through said plate and threading into said latching element (152) so that rotation of said threaded means causes said latching element to be raised to the level with its lower shoulder positioned to be above said tension leg upper shoulder (154) to allow retrieval of said tension leg from said receptacle.

7. A tension leg joint according to claim 1, including a knurled surface on the interior of said release ring (18) for retaining engagement with said latching element (70) during removal of said latching element from within said receptacle.
Patentansprüche

1. Spanneinverbindung (10) mit einer Aufnahme (12), die ein vergrößertes Ende hat, einer oberen Oberfläche (40), die nach innen und weg von dem vergrößerten Ende abgeschraegt ist, einer ersten Bohrung (34) am inneren Be-reich der oberen Oberfläche und die sich von dort nach unten hin erstreckt, einem Rezeß (24) unterhalb der ersten Bohrung (34), der einen vergrößerten Durchmesser in Bezug auf die erste Bohrung (34) hat, einer oberen nach unten gerichteten Schulte (32) am oberen Ende des Rezesses (24), einer unteren nach oben gerichteten Schulte (26) am unteren Ende des Rezesses (24) und einer Bohrung (22) unterhalb der nach oben gerichteten Schulte (26), die sich durch die übrige Aufnahme (12) erstreckt, einem Spannbein (14), das ein Ende aufweist, das innerhalb der oberen Bohrung (34) in dem vergrößerten Ende der Aufnahme (12) gelandet ist, wobei das Ende des Spanneins eine untere nach oben gerichtete äußere Schulte (66) zwischen einer größeren äußeren Durchmesserfläche (68) und einer Zwischenaußenfläche (64) hat, deren Durchmesser geringer ist als der der großen Fläche (68) und einer oberen nach oben gerichteten äußeren Schulte (62), zwischen der Zwischenaußenfläche (64) und einer kleineren äußeren Durchmesserfläche (58), einem Ver-riegelungselement (70), daß für gewöhnlich nach außen hin zur Anordnung auf der unteren nach oben gerichteten äußeren Schulte (66) beaufschlagt ist und sich radial nach außen hin von der größeren äußeren Durchmesserfläche (64) des Spannbeinesendes erstreckt, um eine Verriegelung zu gewährleisten, wenn es in Eingriff mit der nach unten gerichteten Schulte (32) des Rezesses (24) der Aufnahme an-geordnet ist, und Freigabemitteln zum Bewir-ken der Freigabe der Verriegelungsmittel, um ein Zurückziehen des Spanneines (14) zu erlauben, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Freigabemittel einen Freigabering (18) aufweisen, der in dem Rezeß (24) der Aufnahme angeordnet ist und eine rohrförmige Gestalt mit einer inneren Oberfläche hat, deren innerer Durchmesser geringfügig größer ist als der größte äußere Durchmesser des Spannbeine-ndes, wobei das Absenken des Spannbeine-ndes in die obere Bohrung des vergrößerten Endes der Aufnahme (12) das Verriegelungs-element (70) in Eingriff zwischen der oberen Rezeßschulte (32) und der unteren äußeren Schulte (66) auf dem Spannbeineendes absenkt, um das Spannbein (14) in Eingriffsstellung innerhalb der Aufnahme (12) zu verriegeln, während die Verbindung (10) auf Spannung gehalten wird, wobei das Absenken des Spannbeines (14) von seiner Verriegelungs-stellung eine Eingriffsstellung zwischen dem Verriegelungselement (70) und der aufge-rauten inneren Oberfläche des Freigaberinges (18) zur Verfügung stellt, um das Verriegelungs-element (70) in Stellung auf der oberen Schulte (62) auf dem Spannbeineindem mit dem Eingriff des Freigaberings (18) durch das Ver-riegelungselement (70) zu bewegen und wobei Mittel zwischen dem Verriegelungselement (70) und dem Freigabering (18) wirken, um die Eingriffsstellung während der Aufwärtsbewe-gung des Freigaberings (18) und des Verrie-gelungselementes (70) zu erhalten, bis das Verriegelungselement (70) an der oberen Re-zeßschulte (32) vorbeigekommen ist, um es hierdurch dem Spannbein (14) zu ermöglichen, aus der Aufnahme (12) zurückgezogen zu werden, und die Eingriffsstellung des Freig- aberinges (18) mit der oberen Rezeßschulte (32) es dem Spannbeineindem ermöglicht, diese zu passieren, wenn es zurückgezogen wird.

2. Spanneinverbindung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verriegelungselement ein geteilter Ring (70) ist, der obere und untere Oberflächen hat, die der oberen Rezeßschulte (32) und der unteren Spannbeinschulte (66) entsprechen.

3. Spanneinverbindung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verriegelungselement ein Ring (124) ist, der eine Vielzahl von abhängigen flexiblen Fingern (126) mit Verriegelungsüberflächen (132, 134) auf ihren Enden hat.

4. Spanneinverbindung nach Anspruch 1 mit Mitteln (52) zum flexiblen Anbringens des Spannbeins (14) innerhalb des Spannbeine des.

5. Spanneinverbindung nach Anspruch 1, mit mechanischen Mitteln (158, 160) zum zwangsweisen Freigeben des Verriegelungs-elementes (152) von der Außenseite des Spannbeineindes.

6. Spanneinverbindung nach Anspruch 5, wobei die mechanischen Mittel eine Platte (160) aufweisen, die am oberen Ende des Spannbeine-ndes befestigt ist, und Schraubmittel (158), die sich durch die Platte erstrecken und in das Verriegelungselement (152) hineingeschraubt sind, so daß die Drehung der Schraubmittel das Verriegelungselement dazu bringt, auf das Niveau mit ihrer unteren Schulte angehoben zu werden, die oberhalb der oberen Schulte
configuration tubulaire qui a une surface interne dont le diamètre interne est légèrement supérieur au plus grand diamètre externe de l’extrémité de la colonne sous tension, la descente de l’élément de verrouillage (70) en contact entre l’épaule supérieur (32) de la cavité et l’épaule inférieur externe (66) de l’extrémité de la colonne afin que la colonne (14) soit verrouillée en prise à l’intérieur du réceptacle (12) pendant que le raccord (10) est maintenu sous tension, la descente de la colonne (14) depuis sa position verrouillée assurant le contact entre l’élément de verrouillage (70) et la surface interne rugueuse de l’anneau de libération (18) afin que l’élément de verrouillage (70) soit déplacé en position sur le disque épaule supérieur (62) de l’extrémité de la colonne sous tension par contact de l’anneau de libération (18) et de l’élément de verrouillage (70), et de moyens agissant entre l’élément de verrouillage (70) et l’anneau de libération (18) et provoquant le maintien du contact lors du déplacement vers le haut de l’anneau de libération (18) et de l’élément de verrouillage (70) jusqu’à ce que l’élément de verrouillage (70) dépasse l’épaule supérieur (32) de la cavité et permette ainsi l’extraction de la colonne (14) du réceptacle (12), le contact de l’anneau de libération (18) avec l’épaule supérieur (32) de la cavité permettant à l’extrémité de la colonne de passer à travers l’anneau verrouillé.

2. Raccord de colonne sous tension selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élément de verrouillage est un anneau fendu (70) ayant des surfaces supérieure et inférieure destinées à coopérer avec l’épaule supérieur (32) de la cavité et l’épaule inférieur (66) de la colonne sous tension.

3. Raccord de colonne sous tension selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élément de verrouillage est un anneau (124) ayant plusieurs doigts flexibles (126) dépassant vers le bas et ayant des surfaces de verrouillage (132, 134) à leurs extrémités.

4. Raccord de colonne sous tension selon la revendication 1, comprenant un dispositif (52) de montage flexible de la colonne (14), placé à l’extrémité de la colonne sous tension.

5. Raccord de colonne sous tension selon la revendication 1, comprenant un mécanisme...
(158, 160) destiné à libérer positivement l'élément de verrouillage (152) depuis l'extérieur de l'extrémité de la colonne.

6. Raccord de colonne sous tension selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le mécanisme comporte une plaque (160) fixée à l'extrémité supérieure de l'extrémité de la colonne, et un dispositif fileté (158) passant à travers la plaque et se vissant dans l'élément de verrouillage (152) afin que la rotation du dispositif fileté provoque un soulèvement de l'élément de verrouillage à un niveau tel que son épaule inférieure soit au-dessus de l'épaule supérieure (154) de la colonne et permette l'extraction de la colonne du réceptacle.

7. Raccord de colonne sous tension selon la revendication 1, comprenant une surface mole-tée formée à l'intérieur de l'anneau de libération (18) afin qu'elle retienne l'élément de verrouillage (70) pendant l'extraction de l'élément de verrouillage de l'intérieur de la cavité du réceptacle.